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Planning Your Writing Project
Stress Free Searching
Fall 2019
Google & Google Scholar: Beyond the Basics
Presentation Skills
Using Popular Tools to Fuel Your Research
Identifying the Best Sources for your Major
Spring 2020
Breaking Down Your Research Topic
Finding Sources from One Good Article
Understanding Basic Stats in Journal Articles
Apps to Help You Study
Are you interested in becoming a better researcher? Want to waste less time during the research process so you
can write better papers? Join us for Research Tips Tuesdays! One Tuesday a month we will be offering 40
minute online sessions with an additional 20 minutes for questions on skills you can use to make the
research process more efficient.
Fall 2020
Using Search Limiters
Following the Research Conversation
Identifying Gaps in Research
Why We Cite
Creating the Ultimate Mashup: Synthesizing Information
Annotated Bibliography vs Literature Review
Taking the Mystery out of Academic Article Genres (Social 
& Physical Science Edition)
Subject Terms: Use Them to Your Advantage
Identifying Good Evidence
Keywords Pack-a-Punch
Use Your Words! Paraphrasing Made Easy!
Fall 2020 Election Edition
Using Wondering to Guide Research
Media Manipulation
Filtering Out the Noise
Tracing Information to it’s Sources
Fact Checking
Are you interested in becoming a better researcher? Want to waste less time during the research process so you
can write better papers? Join us for Research Tips Thursdays! Every Thursday we will be posting a short





Research Tips Thursday Spring 2021
To Quote or Not to Quote
Evaluating Web Sources Quickly With Lateral Reading
3 Steps to Starting Your Research Project Off Right!
Identifying Bias to Minimize Misinformation
Use Your Words: Paraphrasing Made Easy
3 Myths about Including Images in Academic Work
Time Management Tips for Writing
Using the DIG Method to Minimize Visual Misinformation
Know Your Numbers: Statistical Significance
Know Your Numbers: Visual Data & Inforgraphics
Quantitative, Qualitative and Mixed Methods
Evaluating News Sources
Keeping Calm During the Research Process https://guides.ucf.edu/rtt
Creating discrete skills 
out of complex tasks
Evaluating online information
• Evaluating Web Sources Quickly with Lateral Reading
• Identifying Bias
• Using the DIG Method to Minimize Visual Information
• Know your Numbers: Identifying Misleading Stats




• How often will videos appear (weekly, monthly, etc)
• Choosing a specific day will help students remember when 
to check back!
• Decide on subjects/theme/content for the semester ahead of 
time
• Not one-shot videos
Brainstorm plan/goals
Work with what you have – software/equipment
Best Practices
Create videos under 2 minutes Design a template for Intro and Closing 
slide - use on all videos for continuity
Keep each video Simple – One concept Visual appearance – transition
Best Practices
Distributing Content
Social Media versus Curriculum
•Limitations on video size and length
•Linking versus embedded
Where we’re Going
• Second life embedded in Canvas courses
• Incorporated into the Information Literacy Modules
• Team with other support units on campus such as success coaches and housing
• Target GEP courses for marketing videos
Questions?
Christina C. Wray
christina.wray@ucf.edu
Renee C. Montgomery
rcmontgomery@ucf.edu
https://guides.ucf.edu/rtt
